empathy in virtual visits
The following are 10 best practices based on the R.E.D.E. Model® of
health care communication for communicating effectively with
patients in a virtual visit.
The Center for Excellence in Healthcare Communication provides evidence-based
training and resources in health care communication and service excellence
throughout the enterprise. Materials used with permission by Cleveland Clinic.
For more information, contact healthcomm@ccf.org.

establishing the relationship
u Ask if patient is new to virtual
care. If new to virtual visits…
• Normalize any discomfort with
the virtual platform.1

• Explore together how to get
the information you need for
diagnosis and treatment.
Explain so the patient doesn’t
feel like their care is lacking.1

• Demonstrate comfort and
confidence in the technology
(regardless of how you are
feeling about it) to help patients
feel at ease and focus on their
care vs. the virtual modality.1

u Introductions: In addition to
identifying your name and role,
take a moment to ask patients to
introduce any other people who
are in the room with them.

• Explain why telemedicine is
the safest option for the patient
given the current public health
crisis. e.g., “Virtual visits are a
safer and more convenient way
for you to be assessed.”1

u Empathy virtually can be about
asking and talking to the patient
about their life: their home, family
members, commenting on their
environment, even simple things
like a painting on the wall that
you can see, etc.

• Let patients know what to
expect so they are prepared
to receive care through a new
modality.1
• Include instructions on what to
do if the connection cuts out,
and you cannot reconnect
(e.g., you might tell them that
you will call the patient and
continue the visit over the
phone).1

u Ask them to show a meaningful
object in their house. It allows you
to get to know them as a person
and to get a sense of their home
environment.

u When assessing people amidst
the COVID-19 pandemic, in
particular, consider asking
questions related to the following:
• How are you managing with the
recommendations to maintain
social distance?
• Do you have enough food and
groceries in the house?
• What have you found to be the
biggest difference in your day
since we started hearing about
the coronavirus?
• How are your loved ones
doing? Have they been able
to stay healthy and get their
needs met?
• What concerns you most about
the coronavirus and changes
that have been outlined?

express
express empathy
empathy
verbally with S.A.V.E.2
nonverbally
u Comfortable, warm eye contact
conveys you are interested and
that you care. Remember to
look into the camera, not at the
computer screen, in order to make
“direct eye contact” virtually.
u Be aware of your body
positioning, movement, facial
gestures, voice quality and vocal
tone. Face the computer screen,
don’t move around quickly, and
remain calm and approachable.
u Exaggerate motions such as nods
and other actions so the patient
notices them and knows you
are listening.
u Develop a ‘video presence’ that
includes staying visually attentive,
exaggerating facial expressions at
times, and ensuring the patient
has a clear view of your face and
body language.

u Support or partnership statements: “I’m here for you.” “Let’s
work together to figure out what’s
going on.”

u Acknowledge the situation:
“This has been really hard for you.”
“It sounds like this has been
affecting your day-to-day
activities.” “I wish there were
better alternatives.”

u Validate their feelings or experience: “Given your situation,
I think many people would feel
the same way.” “Yes, it’s exhausting
when we don’t feel our best!”
u Name their emotion: “I can’t
imagine how scared you must be.”
“You sound frustrated.” Or ask them
to clarify how they are feeling:
“How do you feel about it?”

developing and engaging
the relationship
u Listen carefully to the patient.
Do not interrupt or ask questions
at this time. Let the patient know
you are listening by providing
cues such as nodding your head,
establishing eye contact, and
saying things such as, “I see.”
u Embrace the pause. Don’t rush in
to fill the silence when the patient
is expressing fear, confusion, worry,
etc. It’s okay to be silent for a
moment. They may need to collect
their thoughts before finishing.
u Before you respond to their
concerns, reflect back what they’ve
said. This lets them know you were
really listening and that you care.

u Verbalize empathy. “I can only
imagine how difficult this must
be for you.” “I’m here to help you
through this.” “I wish I could
be there with you in person.”
“I hear worry in your voice.”
u Collaboratively develop a
treatment plan.
u Express gratitude. It’s a privilege to
help patients in their time of need.
“Thank you for calling today.
I’m glad I got to know you and
hope that you’ll consider using
Express Care Online again.”

1. Findings from studies conducted by the Office of Patient Experience Research,
led by Dr. Susannah Rose, PhD.
2. Windover, A. K., Boissy, A., Rice, T. W., Gilligan, T., Velez, V. J., & Merlino, J. (2014).
The REDE model of healthcare communication: optimizing relationship as a therapeutic agent.
Journal of patient experience, 1(1), 8-13.
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top 10 tips for virtual visits
clinician communication
The following are 10 best practices
based on the R.E.D.E. Model® of
health care communication for
communicating effectively with
patients in a virtual visit.
The Center for Excellence in
Healthcare Communication (CEHC)
provides evidence-based training and
resources in health care communication and service excellence throughout the enterprise. For more information or to connect with CEHC email:
healthcomm@ccf.org
1. Convey value and respect with
your welcome
Why? When patients feel like you
see them as a person, you create a
safe space that invites their trust
and a more open exchange of
information.
What? Brief behaviors (e.g., smile,
look at the camera versus the
screen to simulate eye contact,
gather names from everyone on
camera) at the start of a visit
demonstrate our capacity to see
patients as people. Acknowledge
the virtual nature of the
interaction.
How? “Hello Mr/s. __________.
Thank you for inviting me into
your home so that we can have a
conversation. It is good to see you
again. It is wonderful that your
wife can join us. How have you
been since our last visit together?”
2. Introduce the technology
Why? Orient patients to the
benefits of a virtual visit as well as
the difference from an in person
visit. Such an orientation helps
set realistic expectations thereby
reducing any possible annoyance
that may be associated with the
use of technology.

What? Identify the technology.
How? “I’d like to talk briefly about
what it’s like to have a virtual visit.
As you already found out, your
home is more comfortable than
an office waiting room. But,
since this isn’t in person, please
know that if it seems like I’m not
looking at you, that’s probably
because I’m looking at you on
the screen. You should also know
that I have a computer here with
your medical records and I may be
looking at that periodically. I will
type a few notes during the visit to
accurately capture your story.”
3. Collaboratively set the agenda
Why? If you and the patient have
built the agenda together, you
are both working on a successful
outcome. Time efficiency will
improve when an agreement
has been made on what will
be covered.
What? Ask the patient what he
or she wants to address, provide
your agenda items, and then
determine a mutually agreeable
agenda for the visit.
How? “What are you hoping
we can address in today’s visit?”
(Wait for patient response)
“What else?” (Gather the list)
“In terms of what we’ll cover
together, I’d like to suggest that
first I hear more about the
difficulty you’ve been having,
then I’ll need to ask questions to
get a better idea of what is going
on, and after that, we will work on
next steps. How does that sound?”

4. Demonstrate empathy verbally
Why? Empathic statements
let the patient know we care.
Empathic statements are
therapeutic, improve outcomes
and save time in a visit. Because
we are not in the same physical
location as the patient, these
statements highlight our humanity.
What? An empathic statement
is a statement that addresses the
emotion a patient has expressed
or may be feeling.
How? “I can only imagine how
difficult this must be for you.”
“I’m here to help you through
this.” I wish I could be there with
you in person.” “I hear worry in
your voice.” “I can hear how hard
this has been on you.” “I’m excited
about your progress too.” “I would
feel frustrated as well.” “It sounds
like you have had some very
difficult days recently.”
5. Elicit the patient narrative of
the history of present illness
Why? Allow patients to feel
heard while also providing
valuable insight for improved
diagnostic accuracy.
What? Allow patients to tell their
story, in their own words.
How? “Tell me more about your
(chief concern, worry, etc.).”
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Why? Patients don’t know what
we hear and understand unless we
repeat back to them what they
have just told us. Repeating back
the story helps both the clinician
and the patient move forward.
What? Reflective listening is a
summary of the key points that a
patient has just expressed.
How? “It sounds like…” or
“If I’m hearing you correctly…”
or “Let me reflect back that key
points you’ve shared…”
7. Share diagnosis and
information in the context
of the patient’s perspective
Why? Patients learn best
when new information impacts
something that personally matters
to them. Patients are also more
motivated for behavior change
when they are aware of how it
will benefit something that is
important to them.
What? Identify what is most
important to the patient, such
as the biggest concerns or goal.
Then identify how any diagnosis
or information and treatment
planning might impact what
matters most to the patient.
How? “You have had several low
blood sugar events that you can’t
explain that have occurred this
past week.” Or “It looks like your
son has eye irritation and not
pink eye. That means he is not
contagious and can go to the
birthday party.”

8. Collaboratively develop the
treatment plan
Why? Patients will be more
motivated and confident in their
capacity to manage their health,
leading to improved clinical
health outcomes.
What? Provide sufficient
information to patients, invite
them to share their ideas and
preferences, and then incorporate
them into the plan.
How? “I am glad you made a
virtual visit appointment, so we
can discuss your low blood sugars.
There are a number of things you
can do to prevent a low blood
sugar. First, I would recommend
checking your blood sugar more
frequently for the next week so
that we can get a clearer picture of
what is happening. Are you willing
to try that?” Or “Strategies to treat
eye irritation can include eye drops
or just watching and waiting. It
is important for your son to wash
his hands more frequently and to
avoid rubbing his eye, although
that is easier said than done.
Eye drops may help your son’s
eye look better, although they are
not necessary. Would you like to
talk more about eye drops?”

9. Have the patient repeat back
what they understand
Why? Asking patients to repeat
what they understand provides
an opportunity to correct any
misunderstanding or fill in any
gaps before the visit ends. It
also helps patients recall the
information after the visit, and
thus, facilitates their health
management.
What? Also called teach back, it
is the process of asking patients to
restate what they understand and
what they are going to do next.
How? “To make sure my
recommendations made sense,
will you tell me what you heard
are the next steps?”
10. Provide closure
Why? Patients will look to you
for a sign that the work of the visit
is done. Since it is an expected
practice in relationships, providing
closure also reinforces the personal
connection you have with them.
What? Give a clear signal to the
patient that the visit is coming
to a close.
How? “It’s time to wrap-up our
visit for today. I’m so thankful
that you didn’t wait to share
this concern. I will put a note
in your chart. I hope you
had a good visit and will
consider another virtual
visit in the future.”
Center for Excellence in
Healthcare Communication
http://connect.ccf.org/CEHC
© The Cleveland Clinic
Foundation. All Rights
Reserved.
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6. Engage in reflective listening

